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Motivation

Multiple users need access to a shared resource
each user can wait for a while ...

but not too long!



Motivation
Traffic monitoring systems

Inventory replenishment

Wearable health-monitoring systems



Dynamic Allocation Problem

Radio Network:

•A static set of Stations

•A dynamic set of Clients

To upload (or download) packets, 

Clients are allocated to Stations,

but there are restrictions... 



Model

Slotted time.
Client c:

• life cycle Tc = [arrival time,departure time]

• laxity 0 < wc ⩽ |Tc|: 
c must transmit to some station at least one packet
within each wc consecutive time slots in Tc.

• bandwidth requirement bc

Station s:
• bandwidth capacity B:  

maximum aggregated bandwidth of clients 
that may transmit to s in each time slot.



Station Assignment Problem (SA)

Given a set of clients and set of stations,
assign clients’ transmissions to stations so that:

1) Each client c transmits to a station at least once 
within each period of length wc during its life 
interval Tc.

2) In each time slot, no station receives from a set 
of clients whose aggregated bandwidth requirement 
is more than B.



Station Assignment Problem

b2=B, w2=2
b3=B, w3=3



Station Assignment Problem

SA is more difficult than UFBP!

 

UFBP:                                         available!

b2=B, w2=2
b3=B, w3=3



Models

Windows Scheduling (WS) [Bar-Noy et al. 03,07]: 
clients do not leave.

WS with Temporary Items [Chan,Wong 05]: 
but assigments are final.

WS [Farach-Colton,Leal,Mosteiro,Thraves, SEA 14]

with Reallocation, at constant cost (1).

This paper: more general problem SA (bc⩽B) 
with Reallocation, at proportional cost (ρ/wc),

+ new performance metric: (α,β)-approximation.



Reallocation Algorithms

Reallocation algorithms are middle ground between

Online algorithms

Offline algorithms

Reallocation algorithms

$∞

$0

0 < $ < ∞

Reallocation also studied in Job Scheduling, Load 
Balancing, UFBP, etc.



Reallocation Algorithms

Ex: bc=B



Performance Metric

Competitive analysis:

•[Bar-Noy et al. 03,07]:

•[Chan,Wong 05]:

max

r

ALG(r)

OPT (r)

maxr ALG(r)

maxr OPT (r)

Rounds r defined by arrivals/departures.
ALG(r): # active stations used by ALG in round r.
OPT(r): # minimum number of stations needed in round r.

against current load

against peak load



Performance Metric

•[Farach-Colton,Leal,Mosteiro,Thraves SEA14]:

•This paper:

R(r): cost of reallocation event at round r.
D(r): weight of all departures since last reallocation event.
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against current load
cost per reallocation = 1

(α,β)-approximation
against current load
cost reallocation of c = ρ/wc
weight of c = 1/wc



WS Reallocation Algorithms
[Farach-Colton,Leal,Mosteiro,Thraves SEA14]

•Preemptive Reallocation:

upon arrival/departure: consolidate to good offline packing.

guaranteed low channel usage. 

•Classified Reallocation:

•round down laxities to powers of 2

•classify clients by laxity 

•allow at most one non-full station for each active laxity

    => when a client leaves, at most one reallocation needed!!
guaranteed low reallocation cost. 



WS Reallocation Algorithms

This paper: both, Preemptive Reallocation and Classified 
Reallocation, may be bad:

for unit realloc cost

for ρ/wc realloc cost



•round down laxities to powers of 2.

•round up bandwidths to powers of 2.

•classify clients by laxity and bandwidth.

•upon arrival of c: 

allocate to a station within class according to (wc,bc).

=> excess (wrt optimal) ⩽1 station per class.

•upon departure of c: 

reallocate if necessary, but only within class.

=> reallocation cost bounded! 

channel-usage and reallocation-cost guarantees! 

Classified Preemptive Reallocation



Classified Preemptive Reallocation

Schedule representation: Broadcast Trees
[Bar-Noy et al. 03, Chan et al. 04, etc.]



Classified Preemptive Reallocation



Classified Preemptive Reallocation



Classified Preemptive Reallocation
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Corollary: if bc=B and wc=2i,



Classified Preemptive Reallocation

Input:





Classified Preemptive Reallocation



Thank you!

Miguel A. Mosteiro
(mmosteir@kean.edu)


